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a b s t r a c t
Motivated by a negative link between credit spreads and labor force participation (LFP)
and a positive link between these spreads and unemployment over the business cycle,
we study the role of LFP as an ampliﬁcation mechanism of ﬁnancial shocks in a labor
search model with endogenous LFP, lending relationships, and credit-market disruptions.
Amid aggregate productivity and ﬁnancial shocks that replicate the empirical volatility of
LFP and credit spreads, the model produces highly volatile unemployment and vacancies,
countercyclical credit spreads and unemployment, and procyclical LFP. When we quantitatively match the cyclical behavior of credit spreads, the interaction between endogenous
LFP and ﬁnancial shocks gives rise to much sharper vacancy ﬂuctuations and plays a key
role in generating quantitatively factual cyclical labor market dynamics.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Financial shocks play an important role in shaping U.S. aggregate ﬂuctuations (Jermann and Quadrini, 2012). Several
recent studies have documented a strong link between ﬁnancial conditions, aggregate economic activity, and labor markets
(Amiti and Weinstein, 2011; Boeri et al., 2013; Cingano et al., 2016; Duygan-Bump et al., 2015; Eckstein et al., 2019; Epstein
et al., 2017; Haltenhoff et al., 2014; Greenstone et al., 2014). However, the majority of existing studies on cyclical ﬁnancial
conditions and labor markets have centered on labor-demand factors, with labor force participation (LFP)—a labor-supply
factor—receiving little attention as a potential ampliﬁcation mechanism amid credit-market disruptions. This immediately
raises two questions. First, what are the effects of ﬁnancial shocks, if any, on LFP? Second, how do cyclical movements in
LFP affected by ﬁnancial disturbances contribute to cyclical labor market dynamics?
In this paper, we document that over the business cycle, credit spreads are strongly and positively correlated with unemployment and negatively correlated with LFP and job vacancies. These facts are complemented by VAR-based evidence
showing that an increase in credit spreads generates a non-trivial increase in unemployment and a decrease in LFP and vacancies. Motivated by these facts, we build a labor search framework with endogenous LFP, long-lasting credit relationships
rooted in deep habits, and ﬁnancial shocks to assess the role of LFP as an ampliﬁcation mechanism of ﬁnancial shocks in the
R
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labor market. Conditional on matching the empirical volatility of LFP and credit spreads, the model generates highly volatile
unemployment and job vacancies that are quantitatively consistent with the data. This occurs in a context with strongly
countercyclical credit spreads and unemployment and factual macroeconomic dynamics. A comparison of our framework to
a more standard environment that abstracts from endogenous LFP shows that the interaction between endogenous LFP and
credit relationships represents a powerful ampliﬁcation mechanism of ﬁnancial shocks that delivers considerably higher labor market volatility even as both frameworks capture the same volatility and the strong countercyclicality of credit spreads
in the data. These ﬁndings stress the important role of LFP—a labor-supply, as opposed to labor-demand, factor–for better
understanding the cyclical behavior of labor markets in a context where ﬁnancial shocks shape business cycle ﬂuctuations.
In our framework, households make LFP decisions, and ﬁrms post vacancies to hire workers. Firms also develop long-term
credit relationships with lenders—reﬂected in deep habits—to ﬁnance their working capital expenditures. By introducing a
tradeoff between lenders’ present and future proﬁts, deep habits and long-lasting credit relationships generate endogenously
countercyclical credit spreads, act as a channel through which ﬁnancial shocks affect labor market and aggregate dynamics,
and amplify the economy’s labor market response to shocks. To better understand how LFP ampliﬁes ﬁnancial shocks in the
labor market, consider an adverse ﬁnancial shock. This shock generates an increase in credit spreads, which raises ﬁrms’
working-capital costs and leads to an initial reduction in job vacancies. All else equal, the fall in vacancies puts downward
pressure on wages, which reduces household members’ incentive to participate in the labor market, thereby inducing a
reduction in participation. Importantly, the fall in participation translates into a reduction in the pool of potential workers
that ﬁrms face. The ensuing reduction in the perceived extent to which ﬁrms can ﬁnd workers and ﬁll vacancies increases
ﬁrms’ expected costs of vacancy posting by more relative to an environment with constant LFP and ultimately leads to
a considerably deeper contraction in vacancies. This deeper contraction in turn contributes to a much sharper expansion
in unemployment. These model dynamics are consistent with the VAR-based evidence behind our interest in LFP. While
the model mechanisms operate in a similar fashion amid aggregate productivity shocks, the inclusion of ﬁnancial shocks
is central to quantitatively generating the high volatility of credit spreads in the data. In turn, this factual credit-market
volatility is behind our model’s success in quantitatively generating factual labor market dynamics.
Our work is closest to recent business cycle studies on the interaction between ﬁnancial and labor market frictions. Chugh (2013) and Petrosky-Nadeau (2014) show that, compared to standard search models, countercyclical credit
spreads increase the volatility of unemployment and vacancies amid TFP shocks. Monacelli et al. (2012) highlight the
role of ﬁnancial frictions in affecting wage-setting and unemployment. Garín (2015) shows that an RBC search model
with collateral constraints and ﬁnancial shocks can capture almost 50 percent of the empirical volatility of unemployment.1 Epstein et al. (2017) show that the interaction between on-the-job search and ﬁnancial frictions and shocks amid
empirically-consistent TFP and ﬁnancial disturbances can quantitatively reproduce the cyclical dynamics of U.S. labor market and aggregate variables. Our work also emphasizes the importance of countercyclical spreads and ﬁnancial shocks for
U.S. labor market dynamics but, unlike existing studies, goes a step further by: (1) stressing the relevance of countercyclical
spreads alongside ﬁnancial shocks that replicate the volatility of spreads in the data and, more importantly, (2) pointing to
the key role of LFP as a strong ampliﬁcation channel of ﬁnancial shocks in the labor market.
Using a model based on Bernanke et al. (1999) (henceforth BGG), (Mumtaz and Zanetti, 2016) stress the role of labor
market frictions in amplifying or limiting the impact of ﬁnancial frictions depending on the type of shock. However, they
abstract from assessing the role of ﬁnancial frictions in the cyclical behavior of unemployment. Zanetti (2019) incorporates
job-destruction shocks and frictions in ﬁrms’ ability to raise funds into a standard search model, showing that these shocks
are important for rationalizing the cyclical dynamics of unemployment in the data. Eckstein et al. (2019) introduce default,
interest rate shocks, and vacancy costs subject to working capital constraints into a standard search model. In the presence
of factually-volatile corporate interest rates, their framework can capture roughly 80 percent of the empirical volatility of
unemployment and market tightness. Critically, these studies abstract from LFP, which is a central feature of our framework
and analysis. Finally, our interest in LFP is related to recent theoretical studies that incorporate this margin into search
frameworks with frictionless credit markets (Erceg and Levin (2014); Krusell et al. (2017), and Ferraro and Fiori (2019) among
others).2
The fundamental distinctions between these studies and our work are twofold. First, we focus on LFP as a powerful
ampliﬁcation channel of ﬁnancial shocks in the labor market that complements other mechanisms in the literature. Second,
we combine endogenous LFP and deep habits in lending in an environment with ﬁnancial shocks. Our choice of modeling
credit frictions via lending relationships amid labor market frictions is related to Wasmer and Weil (2004), whose work
explores the link between search-based credit relationships and labor market frictions. The main rationale for introducing
credit frictions via habit formation, which stands in contrast to Wasmer and Weil (2004), is simple: these frictions can
accommodate highly volatile credit spreads, which are an important feature of the data. Importantly, capturing the high
volatility of credit spreads is critical for quantitatively assessing the impact of the cyclical behavior of credit spreads and the
ampliﬁcation mechanism we put forth on labor market dynamics. While alternative ﬁnancial frictions rooted in asymmetric
information (such as those in BGG) also generate countercyclical spreads, the implied volatility of spreads under plausible
1
Papers on the limited volatility of unemployment in standard search models in a context that abstracts from ﬁnancial frictions include, among others,
(Mortensen and Nagypal, 2007) and Ljungqvist and Sargent (2017), who stress the role of surplus-sharing, Zanetti (2007), who highlights the role of labor
market institutions, and more prominently Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008), among others.
2
Both Krusell et al. (2017) and Ferraro and Fiori (2019) generate procyclical participation, as in the data.
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Table 1
Cyclical Correlations between Labor-Market Measures and
Credit Spreads (1987Q1-2017Q4).
Unempl. Rate
Hodrick-Prescott
(HP)-Filtered Data
Credit Spread
0.5823∗
(0.0000)
Baxter-King
(BK)-Filtered Data
Credit Spread
0.5971∗
(0.0000)

Part. Rate

Vacancies

-0.3092∗
(0.0000)

-0.5987∗
(0.0000)

-0.3179∗
(0.0000)

-0.7181∗
(0.0000)

Sources: Saint Louis FRED Database and Barnichon (2010).
Notes: Unempl. Rate is the civilian unemployment rate and
Part. Rate is the LFP rate. Vacancies are measured by job openings as in Barnichon (2010). The cyclical component of each
series is obtained using a Hodrick-Prescott (HP) ﬁlter with
smoothing parameter 1600 or a Baxter-King (BK) band-pass
ﬁlter at a quarterly frequency. See Appendix A for additional
details on the variables and sources. P-values in parentheses.
A ∗ denotes signiﬁcance at the 5 percent level.

calibrations of these models is at least an order of magnitude lower than in the data. In contrast, habit formation in credit
markets (which ultimately also embodies a notion of asymmetric information), allows us to quantitatively capture both the
cyclicality and volatility of spreads in the data.3 All told, given our interest in the quantitative relevance of the volatility of
credit markets for labor market dynamics, these features provide a strong rationale for using ﬁnancial frictions rooted in
deep habits.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents empirical and VAR-based evidence on the relationship
between credit spreads, unemployment, and LFP over the business cycle. Section 3 describes the model. Section 4 presents
our quantitative results. Section 5 concludes.

2. Empirical motivation
2.1. Unconditional cyclical correlations: credit spreads and labor markets
Using U.S. data spanning the period 1987Q1-2017Q4, Table 1 shows unconditional cyclical correlations of the unemployment rate, job vacancies, and the labor force participation (LFP) rate with the credit spread, where the latter is deﬁned as
the difference between BAA bond yields and the U.S. federal funds rate (see Appendix A for more details on sources). Our
focus on post-1985 data is in line with related studies, which abstract from the structural changes in business-cycle and
ﬁnancial-market volatility that took place after the wave of regulatory changes in the mid-1980s (Jermann and Quadrini,
2012; Liu et al., 2019; McConnell and Perez-Quiros, 20 0 0).4
Consistent with existing business-cycle work, an increase in credit spreads reﬂects a deterioration in credit conditions
and is associated with higher unemployment and a reduction in vacancies. We complement these facts by showing that an
increase in credit spreads is also associated with lower LFP. Table A2 in Appendix B presents cyclical correlations between
contemporaneous and lagged values of credit spreads and unemployment, vacancies, and LFP, and shows that changes in
credit spreads lead changes in these labor market variables.

2.2. Structural VAR-based evidence
Empirical Speciﬁcation
To provide supporting evidence on the link between credit spreads, the unemployment rate, vacancies, and the LFP rate
beyond simple unconditional cyclical correlations, we estimate the following structural vector autoregression (SVAR):

Xt = α +

4


(l )Xt−l + μt ,

(1)

l=1

3
Several well-known studies in banking provide empirical support for the mechanisms rooted in deep habits, whereby the presence of an information monopoly lets lenders charge higher interest rates to their “locked-in” borrowers during recessions (Diamond (1984); Sharpe (1990); Rajan (1992);
Von Thadden (1995); Dell’Ariccia (2001) and Santos and Winton (2008)).
4
Table A1 in Appendix B conﬁrms the same stylized facts using alternative ﬁltering methodologies (the Butterworth and Christiano-Fitzgerald ﬁlters).
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where Xt ≡ [st , urt , pt , vt , yt ] is the vector of endogenous variables, s is the credit spread, ur is the unemployment rate,
p is the LFP rate, v are vacancies, and y is real GDP (in logs). We adopt four lags in the polynomial  (l).5 In Eq. (1), μt ≡
p
y
[μts μtur μt , μtv , μt ] is the vector of reduced-form residuals, which are allowed to be contemporaneously correlated with
each other.
The elements in μt are expressed as a linear combination of the structural shocks and the remaining reduced-form
residuals as follows:

μts = αsur μtur + αsp μtp + αsv μtv + αsy μty + ets ,

(2)

μtur = αurs μts + αur p μtp + αurv μtv + αury μty + etur ,

(3)

μtp = α ps μts + α pur μtur + α pv μtv + α py μty + etp ,

(4)

μtv = αvs μts + αvur μtur + αv p μtp + αvy μty + etv ,

(5)

μty = αys μts + αyur μtur + αyp μtp + αyv μtv + ety ,

(6)

where et ≡

p
y
[ets etur et etv , et ]

are the structural shocks with mean zero and Eet ,e = e , t = k.
k

Baseline identiﬁcation assumptions
This VAR has 25 coeﬃcients to estimate: the 20 coeﬃcients in the system (2)-(6) and the 5 variances of the structural
shocks in et . With the variance-covariance matrix providing 15 moments that can be used to estimate this set of coeﬃcients,
10 restrictions are needed to identify the structural shocks.
First, we assume that no endogenous variable in the system affects LFP contemporaneously. This assumption is intuitive
given that labor markets often respond with a lag to changes in economic (including credit) conditions, and yields 4 identiﬁcation restrictions: α ps = α pur = α pv = α py = 0. Second, credit spreads can affect vacancies within one period, which is
consistent with search models, but spreads do not affect unemployment (an equilibrium labor market outcome) or output
contemporaneously within one quarter. This assumption gives us two more identiﬁcation restrictions: αurs = αys = 0. Third,
we assume that while changes in LFP can affect potential GDP, they do not affect output contemporaneously, so that αyp = 0
(this assumption is consistent with recent empirical literature on workers’ transitions from non-participation directly into
employment; see Beffy et al. (2014), and Hall and Kudlyak (2019), among others. Fourth, since vacancies are a ﬁrm’s choice
and LFP is a household’s choice and two different actors are making these choices at any given point in time, they do not
affect each other contemporaneously within a quarter, so that αv p = 0. Fifth, output is an endogenous equilibrium outcome
that does not affect a ﬁrm’s choice of vacancies within a given quarter, so that αyv = 0. Finally, vacancies determine contemporaneously the number of job openings but not the number of hires and separations, all of which are factors that inﬂuence
productivity and output, so that αyv = 0. These restrictions, which we adopt as a baseline, are intuitively plausible or guided
by theory. For robustness, Appendix C presents results based on an alternative and similarly plausible set of restrictions.6
Granger causality tests
Before presenting our main results, we conduct Granger causality tests based on our baseline VAR. Per Table A3 in Appendix C, we reject the hypothesis that, conditional on lagged values of the dependent variables, the four lags of the credit
spread do not Granger-cause unemployment, vacancies, or LFP.
Credit-spread shock
Fig. 1 shows the response of the unemployment rate, vacancies, and the LFP rate to an initial 1-percentage-point positive
shock to credit spreads. Of note, even though we consider a one-percentage-point credit-spread shock, the spread does not
increase by one percentage point on impact because, given our identiﬁcation assumptions, the spread depends endogenously
on the response of other variables in the system, so that its impact response is smaller than 1 percentage point. An increase
in credit spreads generates a persistent increase in the unemployment rate, a sharp reduction in vacancies, and a persistent
fall in LFP.7
VARforecast errors
To provide complementary evidence on the link between credit market conditions and labor markets, we follow
denHaan (20 0 0) and characterize the comovement between the unemployment rate, the LFP rate, and credit spreads at
business cycle frequencies by looking at the correlation of VAR forecast errors at various time horizons.8
5
This is consistent with the use of quarterly data and broadly in line with related studies such as Fujita and Ramey (2007) alternative lags do not change
our ﬁndings.
6
Importantly, given our interest in the impact of an increase in credit spreads on labor market variables, we focus solely on identiﬁcation restrictions
that deliver an increase in credit spreads after having taken into account the feedback effect between the labor market and spreads.
7
Fig. A1 in Appendix C shows that the patterns in Fig. 1 remain unchanged under an alternative and similarly plausible set of identiﬁcation restrictions.
Speciﬁcally, we replace the restriction that αyv = 0 with αsp = 0, so that the spread does not respond to LFP contemporaneously.
8
This approach has several advantages compared to raw correlations for studying business cycle comovement because correlation coeﬃcients are deﬁned
only for stationary series and are therefore sensitive to the detrending methodology used. In contrast, the VAR can contain any combination of stationary
processes and processes integrated of arbitrary order (Aliaga-Díaz and Olivero, 2010b).
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Fig. 1. Response of Unemployment rate, labor force participation rate, and vacancies to an initial structural shock to credit spreads note: 90-percent
conﬁdence bands (in ligher color) are computed using standard bootstrap methods.

Formally, we estimate the following VAR:

Xt = α + μt +

4

l=1

βl Xt−l +

3


θi Qi,t + t ,

(7)

i=1

where Xt is a vector of endogenous variables that includes real GDP growth, the credit spread, and the unemployment rate,
vacancies or the LFP rate depending on which labor market variable we are considering. t is a linear time trend and the Q
matrix includes quarterly dummy variables to control for seasonality and we adopt four lags (our main conclusions do not
change with alternative lag speciﬁcations).
Fig. 2 plots the correlations of the VAR forecast errors between credit spreads and: the unemployment rate, the LFP rate,
and vacancies for various forecast horizons (Appendix C provides more details on the computation of these correlations).
The ﬁgure shows that an increase in lending spreads is unambiguously associated with an increase in unemployment and a
reduction in vacancies and LFP. This is consistent with the raw unconditional cyclical correlations in Table 1.
All told, the facts and empirical evidence in this section conﬁrm a strong link between credit spreads (which embody
ﬁnancial conditions), and unemployment, vacancies, and LFP, respectively, over the business cycle.

3. The model
We incorporate frictional credit markets via deep habits in lending relationships as in Aliaga-Díaz and Olivero (2010a) into an RBC search and matching model with endogenous labor force participation (LFP) in the spirit of
Arseneau and Chugh (2012). The economy has a population of unit mass and is comprised of households who make LFP
decisions, ﬁnancial intermediaries, and ﬁrms. Firms ﬁnance their costs—comprised of the wage bill, physical capital purchases, and vacancy-posting costs—with external resources by developing endogenously-persistent lending relationships with

6
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Fig. 2. Correlations of VAR forecast errors at various horizons: credit spreads, unemployment, labor force participation, and vacancies notes: LFP denotes
the labor force participation rate. 90-percent conﬁdence bands (in lighter color) are computed using 2500 replications.

monopolistically-competitive lenders. Combined with ﬁnancial shocks, this structure can deliver countercyclical and highly
volatile credit spreads that are quantitatively consistent with the data.9
3.1. Households
There is a representative household with a measure one of members. The household is the ultimate owner of both ﬁrms
and ﬁnancial intermediaries. It supplies deposits to ﬁnancial intermediaries, rents physical capital to ﬁrms, and supplies
labor to ﬁrms in frictional labor markets by making LFP decisions. As such, LFP is endogenous. At any given point in time,
household members can be in one of three different states: employed by ﬁrms (n), unemployed and actively searching for
a job (s), or outside of the labor force. Following the literature, there is perfect risk-pooling between household members
within the household (Merz, 1995; Andolfatto, 1996).
Formally, the household chooses consumption ct , capital accumulation kt+1 , bank deposits dt , desired employment nt , and
∞
the measure of household members who search for employment st to maximize E0 t=0
β t {u(ct ) − h[(1 − f (θt ))sht + nt ]}
subject to the budget constraint

ct + dt + invt + Tt = wt nt + rt kt + χ (1 − f (θt ))sht + Rd,t−1 dt−1 +

t,

(8)

9
Our modeling approach is not meant to assess the response of banks to ﬁnancial crises or other periods of severe distress in credit markets, which
often times are accompanied by large losses among ﬁnancial intermediaries, heightened default risk, and highly nonlinear dynamics. Models that are better
suited for the analysis of those particular events, which is not the main objective of our work, include, for example, Gertler and Karadi (2011).
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and the laws of motion of capital and employment

kt = (1 − δ )kt−1 + invt ,

(9)

nt = (1 − ρ n )nt−1 + sht f (θt ),

(10)

where u ( · ) > 0, u ( · ) < 0, h ( · ) > 0, h ( · ) > 0, and l f pt ≡ [(1 − f (θt ))sht + nt ] is the level of LFP. Given that the
population is normalized to 1, lfpt is also the LFP rate. The household pays lump-sum taxes Tt and receives lump-sum
1
1
proﬁts from ownership of ﬁrms and ﬁnancial intermediaries t = 0 πi,t di + 0 π j,t dj, where i and j are used to index ﬁrms
and intermediaries, respectively. wt and rt denote the real wage and capital rental rates, respectively. χ is the ﬂow value of
unemployment beneﬁts, f(θ t ) is the endogenous job-ﬁnding probability (a function of market tightness θ t ), and ρ n is the
exogenous job separation probability. Rd is the real gross deposit rate, and 0 < δ < 1 is the exogenous capital depreciation
rate. Following Arseneau and Chugh (2012), new matches in period t become active in the same period.
The household’s ﬁrst-order conditions yield standard Euler equations for deposits and capital, u (ct ) = β Et u (ct+1 )Rd,t
and u (ct ) = β Et u (ct+1 )[rt+1 + (1 − δ )], whereby households equate the marginal cost of saving to the expected marginal
beneﬁt of holding deposits, and the marginal cost of saving to the expected marginal beneﬁt of an additional unit of capital,
respectively. An optimal LFP condition also obtains:



h (l f pt )
= f (θt ) wt + (1 − ρ n )Et
u (ct )


 

 
u (c )
1 − f (θt+1 )
h (l f pt+1 )
−
χ
+ (1 − f (θt ))χ .
β  t+1
u (ct )
f (θt+1 )
u (ct+1 )

(11)

Households equate the marginal cost of participating in the labor market to the expected marginal beneﬁt. The latter is
given by the real wage and the future expected value of the employment relationship if a match with a ﬁrm occurs with
probability f(θ t ), and the ﬂow contemporaneous value of unemployment beneﬁts χ , which a household member receives
with probability (1 − f (θt )). This last condition is identical to the one in Arseneau and Chugh (2012). For future reference,
the household’s stochastic discount factor is t+1|t ≡ β u (ct+1 )/u (ct ) and the unemployment rate is the ratio of unsuccessful searchers to the labor force, urt = (1 − f (θt ))sht /l f pt .
Of note, in Arseneau and Chugh (2012) and incidentally in our model, LFP is l f pt ≡ [(1 − f (θt ))sht + nt ]. As such, the
household’s choice over sht should be interpreted as a choice over the measure of household members who search for
jobs, and not as a choice over search effort (or time spent searching for employment) for a given member. Indeed, in our
context, search effort for a member who is unemployed and searching for a job is constant, implying that the measure of
unemployed household members who are searching is (1 − f (θt ))sht . This subtle distinction between search behavior and
search effort in a framework with endogenous LFP is important to point out since it supports our focus on the cyclical
behavior of LFP in the data and not on individual search effort.
3.2. Firms
There is a continuum of ﬁrms indexed by i on the unit interval. Firm i uses capital kit and labor nit to produce using the constant-returns-to-scale production function At f(nit , kit ) where At is exogenous aggregate productivity. Firm i also
posts vacancies vit at ﬂow cost γ per vacancy. Then, the ﬁrm’s total operating costs are Xit ≡ [wt nit + rt kit + γ vit ]. A fraction
0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 of these costs must be paid in advance so that ﬁrms face a working capital constraint. Following Aliaga-Díaz and
Olivero (2010a), ﬁrms develop deep habits with monopolistically-competitive lenders indexed by j, which offer differentiated
loan services that ﬁrms use to ﬁnance their working capital costs. The amount of liquidity services obtained from lenders
by ﬁrm i is given by
ξ


xit =

1
0

li jt − ωs jt−1

ξt −1
ξt

t
 ξt −1

dj

,

(12)

where

s jt−1 = ρ s s jt−2 + (1 − ρ s )l jt−1 ,

(13)

and li,j,t is ﬁrm i’s demand for credit from lender j in period t, and ξ t is the elasticity of substitution between loan varieties.
Stochastic movements in ξ t affect credit spreads directly and capture exogenous ﬁnancial disturbances (see, for example,
Airaudo and Olivero, 2019). A reduction in this substitutability relative to trend contributes to the countercyclicality of credit
spreads. Intuitively, during downturns, loans become less substitutable because of a heightened perception of risk or an
increase in asymmetric information relative to normal times. This is reﬂected in a lower ξ t relative to trend. Alternatively,
ﬂuctuations in ξ t can embody changes in the substitutability between riskier (say, subprime) and less risky (say, regular)
loans.
The case of ω > 0 implies deep habits in credit markets: the ﬁrm’s demand for credit depends on past borrowing. Then,
the term ωs j,t−1 in xi,t captures the borrower “hold-up” effect, with ω measuring the extent of the hold-up. The term s j,t−1 in
1
Eq. (12) is deﬁned as s jt−1 ≡ 0 si, j,t−1 di, which corresponds to the beginning of period-t cross-sectional (i.e., across ﬁrms)
average stock of accumulated past loans obtained from bank j. The stock of habits s j,t−1 is characterized by the law of
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motion in Eq. (13). Speciﬁcally, it is a linear function of its value in the previous period and the average level of borrowing
1
from lender j in t − 1, l j,t−1 ≡ 0 li, j,t−1 di.
First, we ﬁnd ﬁrm i’s optimal relative demand for loans from lender j. Formally, ﬁrm i minimizes its total borrowing costs
1 l
R
l dj subject to Eq. (12), yielding ﬁrm i’s optimal demand for loans issued by lender j, lijt , as a function of the relative
0
j,t i, j,t
loan rate charged by the lender and the stock of borrowing habits related to the same loan variety. This optimal demand is
given by


li, j,t =

where Rtl ≡

Rlj,t

−ξt

Rtl
1
0

Rl, jt

xit + ωs j,t−1 ,

1−ξt

dj

from lender j (i.e., the lower

1
1−ξt

(14)

is the aggregate loan rate index. As Eq. (14) states, lijt is higher the cheaper it is to borrow

Rl, jt
Rl,t

is) and/or the stronger is the lender-borrower relationship (i.e., the larger ω and/or s jt−1

are).
∞
In turn, each ﬁrm i chooses its demand for labor and capital as well as vacancy postings to maximize E0 t=0
1
subject to πit = At f (nit , kit ) + xi,t − (1 − φ )Xi,t − 0 Rlj,t−1 li, j,t−1 dj , the perceived evolution of employment

nit = (1 − ρ n )nit−1 + vit q(θt ),

(15)
1

and the amount of working capital Xit ≡ [wt nit + rt kit + γ vit ], where xi,t = φ Xi,t ,

ω 01 Rl, jt−1 l jt−1 dj, and q(θ t ) denotes the job-ﬁlling probability.
Firm i’s job creation condition is given by


γ (1 − φ ) + φ Et
q(θt )

l
t+1|t Rt

t |0 πi,t





= At fni (nit , kit ) − wt (1 − φ ) + φ Et
+(1 − ρ n )Et

l
t+1|t Rt

0

Rlj,t li, j,t dj = Rtl xi,t + t , t ≡



(16)

 

l
γ (1 − φ ) + φ t +2|t +1 Rt+1
.
t+1|t
q(θt+1 )

This condition equates the expected marginal cost of posting a vacancy to the expected marginal beneﬁt of doing so. The
latter is comprised of the marginal product of labor net of the real wage, adjusted for the fact that ﬁrms must pay a
fraction of their wage and vacancy-posting bills in advance, and the continuation
value of the

 employment relationship.
In turn, the demand for capital by ﬁrm i is given by At fki (nit , kit ) = rt (1 − φ ) + φ Et t+1|t Rtl . This condition equates the
marginal beneﬁt of a unit of capital to the marginal cost, where the latter also takes into account the ﬁrm’s working capital
constraint. For future reference, note that in a symmetric equilibrium, total output is yt = At f (nt , kt ).

3.3. Matching and wage determination
Following the search literature, the matching function m(sht , vt ) is constant returns to scale. The matching probabilities
for household members and ﬁrms are f(θ t ) ≡ m(sht , vt )/sht and q(θ t ) ≡ m(sht , vt )/vt , respectively. We assume bilateral Nash
bargaining between households and ﬁrms, where the worker’s bargaining power is 0 < ηn < 1.
Appendix D shows that the Nash real wage can be expressed as

wt =



ηn At fn (nt , kt )
(1 − φ ) + φ Et

+ηn (1 − ρ )Et
n

l
t+1|t Rt



t+1|t

 + ( 1 − ηn ) χ

γ
q(θt+1 )



(1 − φ ) + φ Et+1

(1 − φ ) + φ Et

(17)
l
t +2|t +1 Rt+1
l
t+1|t Rt






− [1 − f (θt+1 )]

.

This expression shows that credit market conditions affect how the surplus from employment relationships is shared, and
will therefore affect (1) ﬁrms’ incentives to post vacancies, and (2) household members’ incentives to search for employment
and therefore participate in the labor market. In particular, all else equal, an increase in Rtl puts downward pressure on
wages.
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3.4. Lenders
There is a continuum of lenders indexed by j on the unit interval.10 Each variety of loans is produced by a lender operating in a monopolistically-competitive loan market and in a perfectly-competitive deposits market. Each period, lender j
∞
chooses its demand for deposits dj,t and the interest rate charged on loans Rlj,t to maximize E0 t=0
t |0 π j,t subject to the
lender’s cash ﬂow
d
π j,t = d j,t − l j,t + Rlj,t−1 l j,t−1 − Rt−1
d j,t−1 − κt ,

(18)

the balance sheet condition l j,t = d j,t , and lender j’s aggregate demand for loans from ﬁrms

l j,t ≡

1
0

li, j,t di =

1



Rlj,t

0

Rtl

−ξt



xi,t + ωs j,t−1 di.

(19)

where κ t denotes the ﬁxed cost of production and Rd is the common risk-free interest rate on deposits paid by all lenders
(the presence of κ limits entry into the sector and ensures that proﬁts are relatively small on average despite equilibrium
price-cost margins being positive).
The ﬁrst-order conditions with respect to dj,t and Rlj,t are




(Rlj,t − Rtd ) + ω j,t+1 (1 − ρ s ) ,

 j,t = Et

t+1|t

Et

= − j,t

(20)

and
t+1|t l j,t

∂ l j,t
,
∂ Rlj,t

(21)

respectively, where jt is lender j’s shadow value of lending an extra unit of resources to a ﬁrm in period t.
The ﬁrst optimality condition states that the value of lending an extra unit in period t is comprised of the short-term
returns from doing so ((Rlj,t − Rtd )Et t+1|t ) and the future expected proﬁts associated with the fact that a share of this
lending will be “held-up” in period t + 1 as a result of deep habits in credit markets. The second condition states that the
marginal revenue from increasing the lending rate (given by the discounted value of the loans, l j,t Et t+1|t ) must equal the
marginal cost of doing so. This cost is given by the implied reduction in the quantity of loans demanded,
the shadow price j,t .
Combining Eqs. (20) and (21), using the approximation
credit spread can be expressed as

Rlj
Rd

≈ (1 + Rlj − Rd ) and imposing symmetry across banks, the

 
−1
Et
s
l
(Rtl − Rtd ) = ξt 1 − ωρ s t−2 − ω (1 − ρ s ) t−1
− ω (1 − ρ s )
lt

lt

∂ l j,t
, evaluated at
∂ Rlj,t

t+1|t

Et

t+1

t+1|t

.

(22)

Two relevant features of this expression are worth noting. First, for a given value of ξ , the presence of deep habits ω and
long-lasting lending relationships ρ s imply that the credit spread is inﬂuenced by the stock of (current and past) loans—an
endogenous object—which contributes to generating endogenous countercyclical credit spreads (see Aliaga-Díaz and Olivero, 2010a). Second, in the absence of deep habits (i.e., ω = 0), an exogenous reduction in ξ —that is, an adverse ﬁnancial
shock—generates an increase in spreads (thus, shocks to ξ can also be interpreted as mark-up shocks). To the extent that
higher spreads raise ﬁrms’ costs and reduce labor and capital demand, adverse ﬁnancial shocks generate downturns, thereby
contributing to the countercyclicality of spreads as well. Importantly for our purposes, given that ξ affects the credit spread
directly, the volatility of ﬁnancial shocks will have a direct effect on both the volatility and cyclicality of credit spreads.
In particular, all else equal, the greater the change in ξ relative to trend, the greater the countercyclicality of spreads. All
told, it follows that in our model cyclical movements in credit spreads are affected by endogenous movements in loans as
well as exogenous disturbances embodied in ξ , where the volatility of ﬁnancial shocks directly inﬂuences the volatility and
cyclicality of credit spreads.
Before closing the model, we note that the link between credit spreads and the length of lending relationships ρ s can
be positive or negative depending on the parameterization. As such, the model-implied equilibrium credit spread is not
necessarily increasing in the length of relationships between lenders and ﬁrms. This model feature is broadly consistent
with existing empirical evidence.11
10
We follow the literature on banking frictions in the context of market power in banking and abstract from bank entry and exit (see Mandelman, 2010;
Olivero, 2010, and Gertler and Kiyotaki (2015), among others). Incorporating an endogenous measure of banks and sunk entry costs is beyond the scope
of this paper, which focuses on labor market dynamics and the volatility of spreads. However, we note that allowing for procyclical bank entry, which is
in line with the data, would introduce additional shock propagation by enhancing the countercyclicality of spreads, thereby strengthening the interaction
between cyclical spread movements and labor force participation that ultimately contributes to the model’s success in matching the data.
11
Some studies document that spreads are increasing in the duration of relationships and interpret this result as evidence that lenders accumulate private
information on their borrowers over the course of the relationship, which generates a lock-in problem and ultimately allows banks to exploit informational
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3.5. Government and market clearing
Unemployment beneﬁts are ﬁnanced with lump-sum taxes. Thus, the government budget constraint is χ (1 − f (θt ))sht =
Tt . Combining the government budget constraint, the household budget constraint, ﬁrm proﬁts, and bank proﬁts and imposing symmetric equilibrium yields the economy’s resource constraint: yt = ct + invt + γ vt .
4. Quantitative analysis
Functional forms and shock processes
1+ 1

We adopt standard functional forms in the literature: u(ct ) = ln ct and h(l f pt ) = [ψ /(1 + 1/ι )]l f pt ι , where ι > 0
(Arseneau and Chugh, 2012). The production and matching functions are Cobb–Douglas: f (nt , kt ) = At nt1−α ktα and
μ 1−μ

m(sht , vt ) = Msht vt , where 0 < α , 0 < μ < 1 and M is exogenous matching eﬃciency. Aggregate productivity At and
the elasticity of substitution between loans follow independent AR(1) processes in logs with means A and ξ , autocorrelation
ξ
coeﬃcients 0 < ρ A , ρ ξ < 1, and shocks εtA ∼ N (0, σA ), εt ∼ N (0, σξ ), where σ ξ dictates the volatility of ﬁnancial shocks.
Parameters from literature
A period is a quarter. We follow the business cycle and labor search literatures and set the capital share α = 0.34, the
subjective discount factor β = 0.99, and the capital depreciation rate δ = 0.025. The job separation probability is ρn = 0.10
(Arseneau and Chugh, 2012). We set the matching elasticity and Nash bargaining power parameters to μ = 0.4 and ηn = 0.5,
respectively (Petrongolo and Pissarides, 2001).12 Following related literature on ﬁnancial frictions (Chugh, 2013; Iacoviello,
2015; Garín, 2015), we set the working capital parameter φ = 1. We normalize A = 1 and set ρA = 0.95, σA = 0.007, which
are standard values in the business cycle literature. Turning to the credit-market parameters, we set ρs = 0.85 and ρξ = 0.90
as a baseline only, where the high persistence of ﬁnancial shocks is consistent with related studies on ﬁnancial frictions (see,
for example, Iacoviello, 2015 or Garín, 2015). Table A5 in Appendix E conﬁrms that our quantitative ﬁndings are robust to
alternative values for ρ s and ρ ξ . Finally, Aliaga-Díaz and Olivero (2010a) use data on BAA spreads in an RBC model with
deep habits in credit markets and estimate a value of ω = 0.72. Given our interest in the interaction between LFP and deep
habits in credit markets amid these shocks and the ampliﬁcation role of LFP, we set ω = 0.72 as a baseline. Then, conditional
this baseline, we study how cyclical labor market dynamics change as we vary ω. This exercise allows us to highlight the
role of deep habits in the presence of endogenous LFP in a transparent way.
Calibrated parameters
We calibrate the remaining parameters χ , M, γ , ψ , ι, ξ , and σ ξ to match the following targets based on U.S. data for
the period 1987Q1-2017Q4 (as in Section 2): an average unemployment-beneﬁt replacement rate of 50 percent; mean jobﬁnding and job-ﬁlling probabilities of 0.60 and 0.70, respectively; a mean labor force participation (LFP) rate of 0.657; a
relative volatility of LFP of 0.171, a mean credit spread inclusive of switching costs of 0.1733, and a relative cyclical volatility
of credit spreads of 28.17. Targeting the volatilities of credit spreads and LFP allows us to assess the quantitative role of
these two features. The resulting parameter values are χ = 0.8365, M = 0.6581, γ = 0.9098, ψ = 63981.9, ι = 0.0384, ξ =
15.6961, and σξ = 0.2085. The parameter values we adopt from existing literature, the calibrated parameters, and their
corresponding targets are summarized in Table 2.13
4.1. Business cycle statistics
We use data from 1987Q1 to 2017Q4 for real GDP, private consumption, investment, vacancies, the unemployment and
labor force participation (LFP) rates, and credit spreads and compare select second moments generated by our benchmark
model to their empirical counterparts.
Baseline business cycle statistics: data vs. model
Table 3 shows that the benchmark model can quantitatively replicate a number of non-targeted second moments in
the data well. In particular, under a calibration strategy that replicates the volatility of credit spreads and LFP, the model
generates highly volatile vacancies and unemployment and strongly countercyclical unemployment that are very close to
the data, as well as factual procyclical consumption, investment, and vacancies. Moreover, our model successfully generates
factual procyclical ﬂuctuations in LFP and a strongly countercyclical credit spread, with the latter being close to its empirical
rents through higher spreads (Petersen and Rajan, 1994). Other studies ﬁnd that spreads fall for longer relationships and interpret this result as bank
costs falling over the course of the relationship, and lenders sharing the resulting eﬃciency gains with their customers (Berger and Udell, 1995; Schenone,
2010). Existing theoretical work also predicts a non-monotonic link between spreads and borrower-lender relationship duration. Greenbaum et al. (1989);
Sharpe (1990); Rajan (1992) and Von Thadden (2004) focus on the lock-in story and predict a positive relationship. Boot and Thakor (1994) model the
eﬃciency-gains-sharing story and predict an inverse relationship.
12
Related studies on ﬁnancial frictions and labor markets also adopt calibrations that deviate from the Hosios condition in the labor market (see, for
example, Petrosky-Nadeau, 2014 and Garín, 2015).
13
We note that our baseline calibration also yields the following non-targeted ﬁrst-moments: a steady-state (or average) unemployment rate of 6.25
percent, broadly in line with the 6 percent in the data for the time period we consider; a steady-state (or average) consumption-output ratio of 0.718, which
is close to its empirical counterpart of 0.66; and a steady-state (or average) investment-output ratio of 0.242, which is close to its empirical counterpart of
0.173.
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Table 2
Parameters fromliterature, calibrated parameters, and calibration targets.
Preference and Production Parameters
Discount factor β
0.99
Steady-State TFP Ā
0.95
Volatility of TFP shocks σ A
Persistence of TFP shocks ρ A
0.34
Depreciation rate δ
Capital share α
Labor and Credit Market Parameters
0.4
Bargaining power η n
Matching elasticity μ
0.10
Working capital Share φ
Job separation probability ρ n
0.85
Deep-habits parameter ω
Persistence of lending relationships ρ s
Persistence of ﬁnancial shocks
0.90
Calibrated Parameters (Left) and Calibration Targets (Right)
93870.91
Average LFP
Disutility of LFP Param. ψ
0.0371
Rel. Volatility of LFP
Elasticity of LFP ι
0.8365
UI replacement rate
Unemployment beneﬁts χ
Matching Eﬃciency M
0.6581
Job-ﬁnding probability
0.9098
Job-ﬁlling probability
Marginal cost of posting vacancies γ
21.78
Spread incl. switching costs
Elasticity of substit. bank loans ξ
0.1335
Rel. volatility of spreads
Volatility of ﬁnancial shocks σ ξ

1
0.007
0.025
0.5
1
0.72

0.657
0.171
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.1733
28.17

Table 3
Business cycle statistics - data vs. benchmark model and model variants.
Targeted

Data

Moments

Benchmark

Benchmark,

Benchmark,

Benchmark,

Constant

Constant

Constant

Constant LFP,

Model

No Fin.

ω=0

No Fin. Shocks,

LFP

LFP, No Fin.

LFP, ω = 0

No Fin. Shocks,

ω=0

Shocks

ω=0

Shocks

σl f pt /σyt
σspreadt /σyt

0.171
28.17

0.171
28.17

0.171
4.437

0.171
28.17

0.171
0.033∗

28.17

4.133

28.17

0.033∗

Non-Targeted
Moments
σct /σyt
σinvt /σyt
σurt /σyt
σvt /σyt
corr(ct , yt )
corr(invt , yt )
corr(urt , yt )
corr(vt , yt )
corr(lfpt , yt )
corr(spreadt , yt )

0.844
5.184
9.988
9.383
0.898
0.899
-0.856
0.881
0.332
-0.664

0.301
2.854
10.893
9.496
0.774
0.917
-0.747
0.520
0.664
-0.602

0.323
2.922
3.508
3.757
0.890
0.987
-0.954
0.629
0.849
-0.745

0.322
2.865
10.815
7.972
0.823
0.939
-0.676
0.494
0.603
-0.522

0.346
2.951
1.971
2.019
0.922
0.993
-0.813
0.760
0.959
0.961

0.331
2.856
2.932
4.106
0.847
0.950
-0.454
0.573
-0.414

0.340
2.907
1.320
1.475
0.911
0.992
-0.729
0.934
-0.749

0.339
2.882
3.849
4.006
0.851
0.953
-0.474
0.574
-0.413

0.357
2.955
0.813
0.831
0.929
0.993
-0.685
0.999
0.962

Notes: Empirical second moments based on HP-ﬁltered data with smoothing parameter 1600.

∗

denotes a non-targeted moment.

counterpart. For completeness, Table A11 in Appendix E compares lags and leads of select variables with GDP in the data to
the same moments in the benchmark model and conﬁrms that the model does well in replicating these additional features
of the data.
To highlight the relevance of the benchmark model’s most important elements, Table 3 shows variants of the benchmark
model when we shut down: (1) ﬁnancial shocks or (2) deep habits in credit markets. In addition, to stress the relevance of
endogenous LFP, the table shows results from a version of the benchmark model with constant (and exogenous) LFP, including variants of this simpler model without ﬁnancial shocks and without deep habits. For comparability across models, each
of these benchmark-model variants is calibrated to match the same targets across models whenever appropriate.14 Comparison of the benchmark model to these variants highlights the relevance of endogenous LFP alongside ﬁnancial shocks in
producing quantitatively-factual cyclical labor market and aggregate dynamics: the benchmark model can replicate virtually
all of the volatility of unemployment and vacancies in the data, whereas the model with constant LFP or without ﬁnancial
shocks cannot.
Abstracting from ﬁnancial shocks in the benchmark model implies that spreads, unemployment, and vacancies are considerably less volatile compared to both the benchmark model with ﬁnancial shocks and the data. This occurs even as
spreads exhibit strong countercyclicality in the two model versions. In turn, abstracting from deep habits in credit markets
(i.e., setting ω = 0) in the benchmark model reduces the countercyclicality of spreads and volatility of vacancies slightly
compared to the benchmark model with deep habits (of note, per Eqs. (12) and (13) in Section 3.2, setting ω = 0 implies
14
Without loss of generality and following the search and matching literature, the benchmark-model variant with constant LFP normalizes participation
to one. Note that in the model variants without ﬁnancial shocks, σspreadt /σyt is no longer a data target since our original calibration used the volatility of
ﬁnancial shocks to match this second moment. Similarly, in the benchmark-model variants with constant LFP, σl f pt /σyt is no longer a target since LFP is
constant. For completeness, Table A12 in Appendix E presents the lags and leads of the model variant with constant LFP and compares them to the data.
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that the length of credit relationships ρ s becomes irrelevant as a factor that shapes cyclical dynamics since ρ s affects volatility via ω). However, unemployment continues to be similarly volatile. The reason for this outcome is simple: as we noted
in the discussion of the model’s credit spread in Eq. (22), even in the absence of deep habits, spreads will be countercyclical (and volatile) as long as there are ﬁnancial shocks. To the extent that we match the volatility of spreads absent deep
habits in credit markets, it follows that in equilibrium, vacancies will continue to be highly volatile amid ﬁnancial shocks
and endogenous LFP, which ultimately translates into highly volatile unemployment. To see this more clearly, Table 3 shows
a version of the benchmark model where we shut down both deep habits and ﬁnancial shocks: in this case, spreads become
strongly procyclical, and the volatility of spreads (which is no longer a targeted moment in the absence of ﬁnancial shocks),
vacancies, and unemployment all drop dramatically compared to both the benchmark model and the data.
More crucially for our message, abstracting from endogenous LFP implies that such model only generates slightly more
than one third of the volatility of unemployment and less than half of the volatility of vacancies in the data (and therefore
in our benchmark model). Moreover, this simpler model also generates a lower countercyclicality of unemployment relative
to both the benchmark model and the data. The results from a model with constant LFP are broadly consistent with those in
Garín (2015), whose framework also abstracts from modeling LFP. Unsurprisingly, a model with constant LFP and no ﬁnancial
shocks or no deep habits faces similar limitations in matching the data. All told, the results in Table 3 suggests the following:
(1) LFP is an important ampliﬁcation mechanism of ﬁnancial shocks; (2) the magnitude of the volatility of spreads is critical
for LFP to act as a quantitatively-relevant ampliﬁcation mechanism; and (3) the countercyclicality of spreads is important for
the degree of ampliﬁcation, with a lower countercyclicality dampening the ampliﬁcation effects of LFP.15
Robustness in benchmark model and additional results
Before discussing the economic mechanisms of our model, we conduct a series of robustness experiments. Speciﬁcally,
Tables A5, A6, A7, A8, and A10 in Appendix E show the following results. First, the benchmark model’s ability to capture key
facts in the data is robust to alternative values for the length of credit relationships ρ s , the degree of deep habits ω, the
persistence of ﬁnancial shocks ρ ξ , and the bargaining power of workers ηn . Second, the benchmark model’s results remain
unchanged under the Hosios condition. Third, the benchmark model generates virtually identical labor market dynamics to
those in Table 3 if, instead of introducing ﬁnancial shocks via ﬂuctuations in ξ , these shocks enter via exogenous ﬂuctuations
in the degree of deep habits ω. A similar claim holds if we abstract from endogenous spreads and instead adopt a simpliﬁed environment that features an exogenous countercyclical process for spreads that replicates the volatility of spreads in
the data. Fourth, the benchmark model performs equally well amid factual cyclical movements in job separations, when
these movements are shaped by ﬂuctuations in credit spreads. We also note that as shown in Table A5 in Appendix E, the
inclusion of the wage bill in the working capital constraint plays an important role in generating high unemployment and
job-vacancy volatility. This result is intuitive since wages are a key variable that affects ﬁrms’ incentives to post vacancies,
which in turn shape unemployment dynamics. Finally, Table A14 in Appendix E shows results from running the same VAR
in Section 2 using the benchmark model’s simulated data, and conducting Granger causality tests. The results in Table A14
are consistent with their empirical counterparts in Table A3 in Appendix C.

4.2. Endogenous participation as an ampliﬁcation mechanism of ﬁnancial shocks
To understand how endogenous LFP ampliﬁes ﬁnancial shocks, Fig. 3 compares the benchmark model and a version of
our model with constant LFP by plotting normalized impulse response functions to an adverse ﬁnancial shock.16
Across the two models, output, consumption, investment, wages and vacancies all fall, while unemployment and credit
spreads rise. In the benchmark model, LFP falls. The behavior of unemployment and LFP is consistent with the VAR evidence
from Section 2. Importantly though, the responses of the model with constant LFP are considerably more subdued, even if
the rise in credit spreads is for all intents and purposes identical in the two models. To better understand the mechanisms
behind this result, note that the adverse ﬁnancial shock initially manifests itself in an increase in credit spreads, which
raises ﬁrms’ costs of labor, capital, and vacancies and pushes ﬁrms to reduce vacancies. All else equal and per the real wage
expression in Eq. (17), the initial contraction in vacancies puts downward pressure on wages.
Critically, with endogenous LFP, this downward wage pressure lowers the marginal beneﬁt of participation (recall
Eq. (11)), which pushes households to reduce their measure of searchers, thereby generating a contraction in LFP. All else
equal, this reduction in LFP has the opposite effect on wages relative to the reduction in vacancies, effectively exerting
upward pressure on wages (this occurs via the job-ﬁlling probability, which is increasing in the measure of searchers for
a given level of vacancies). In response to the behavior of LFP and the resulting reduction in the pool of potential workers that ﬁrms can draw potential workers from, ﬁrms reduce vacancies by even more such that in equilibrium, vacancies
fall by more relative to an environment with constant LFP. Recall that the unemployment rate in the benchmark model is
urt = [1 − f (θt )]sht /l f pt . Then, relative to an economy with constant LFP, the combination of a larger equilibrium drop in
vacancies and LFP (and ultimately market tightness) implies that the term [(1 − f (θt ) )]/l f pt rises by more. Despite the fact

15
For completeness, Table A4 in Appendix E shows a version of Table 3 in the main text where we keep the baseline parameterization in the benchmark
model and simply shut down ﬁnancial shocks or deep habits without recalibrating the model to match the volatility of LFP and spreads. Our ﬁndings
remain unchanged.
16
For completeness, the response to an adverse aggregate productivity shock in these two models is presented in Fig. A2 in Appendix F.
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Fig. 3. Response to a one-standard-deviation adverse ﬁnancial shock (quarters after shock)–the role of endogenous labor force participation (normalized
impulse response functions).

that searching is less attractive and therefore sht is lower, the rise in [(1 − f (θt ) )]/l f pt dominates quantitatively, leading to
a much sharper increase in the equilibrium unemployment rate.
Labor market ﬂuctuations, spread volatility, and deep habits
Having established how LFP ampliﬁes ﬁnancial shocks relative to an environment with constant LFP, we turn to the
factors that shape the strength with which LFP ampliﬁes these shocks, mainly deep habits in credit markets and the volatility
of spreads. We do so in two steps. First, focusing on the benchmark model only, we lower the volatility of ﬁnancial shocks
(σ ξ ) and the degree of deep habits (ω) from their baseline values down to zero, holding all other parameters at their
baseline values. Second, we perform a similar experiment for σ ξ and ω separately, comparing the benchmark model to its
counterpart with constant LFP.
Fig. 4 plots the relationship between the relative volatility of vacancies, LFP, and unemployment, as well as the cyclical
correlation between credit spreads and output, for different combinations of the volatility of ﬁnancial shocks σ ξ and the
degree of deep habits ω in our benchmark model. The ﬁgure illustrates the following results. Lowering ω for a given value
of σ ξ reduces the relative volatility of vacancies, LFP, and unemployment while making spreads less countercyclical, but
has marginal effects on the volatility of spreads. While lowering σ ξ for a given value of ω also reduces the volatility of
vacancies, LFP, and unemployment and makes spreads less countercyclical, in contrast to lowering ω, we observe a sharp
decline in the volatility of spreads. Critically, the countercyclicality of spreads, by itself, is not associated with highly volatile
unemployment and vacancies (consider, for example, the benchmark-model outcome, which is characterized by strongly
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Fig. 4. Benchmark model: deep habits in credit markets, credit-spread volatility, and labor market ﬂuctuations notes: the square marks the value of the
corresponding second moment generated by the benchmark model under the baseline calibration.

countercyclical and volatile spreads, against a case of the model with a low σ ξ and a high ω, which generates strongly
countercyclical spreads but low spread volatility. This last model produces much lower vacancy and unemployment volatility).
With these results in mind, we now compare the changes in the relative volatility of spreads, unemployment, and vacancies in our benchmark model to the same volatilities in a version of the model with constant LFP as we individually
change ω and σ ξ . Fig. 5 shows the case for ω, holding all other parameters (including σ ξ ) at their baseline values, while Fig. 6
shows the case for σ ξ , holding all other parameters (including ω) at their baseline values. For ease of comparison between
models, the second moments in the models without deep habits (ω = 0) and without ﬁnancial shocks (σξ = 0) are normalized to zero. Then, the changes in the second moments as we increase ω or σ ξ , which are presented in the two ﬁgures, can
be interpreted as changes in those second moments relative to scenarios without deep habits or without ﬁnancial shocks,
respectively.
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Fig. 5. Deep habits and unemployment and vacancy volatility: benchmark model vs. exogenous participation.

Consider a gradual increase in ω from zero to its baseline value in the benchmark model (Fig. 5). As ω increases, the relative volatility of spreads becomes greater and spreads become more countercyclical.17 The increase in the countercyclicality
and volatility of spreads are very similar across models. However, the increase in the volatility of vacancies and unemployment is unambiguously greater in the benchmark model, and the differences in volatility across the two models become
starker the greater ω is. Intuitively, a greater ω implies that ﬁnancial frictions, which are embodied in credit spreads, become more inﬂuenced by ﬁrms’ and lenders’ decisions over credit (recall Eq. (22)), which leads to more volatile spreads for
a given set of shocks. The reason why the volatility of unemployment rises faster in the benchmark model is as follows. As
spreads become more volatile due to a greater ω, ﬁrms’ vacancy-posting decisions become more sensitive to shocks, which
in turn makes households’ participation decisions more sensitive as well, ultimately resulting in both greater job-vacancy
volatility and greater LFP volatility. The feedback effect between vacancies and LFP is of course absent in a model with
constant LFP, thereby limiting the impact of a greater ω on the volatility of vacancies and unemployment compared to the
benchmark model.
17
Note that a negative number for the normalized cyclical correlation between spreads and output means that spreads are more countercylical relative to
the model under ω = 0.
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Fig. 6. Financial shocks and unemployment and vacancy volatility: benchmark model vs. exogenous participation.

Now consider a gradual increase in σ ξ from zero to its baseline value in the benchmark model (Fig. 6). As σ ξ increases,
the volatility patterns are qualitatively similar to those we just described for the case of ω, with the change in the volatility
of spreads across models being fairly similar over the σ ξ range. Intuitively, with an additional margin of adjustment in
the labor market—mainly LFP—the more volatile are ﬁnancial shocks, the more variable LFP becomes, which feeds into the
volatility of vacancies and ultimately unemployment. Once again, the feedback effect between LFP and vacancies, which
becomes stronger with a greater σ ξ , is absent in a model with constant LFP.18
All told, Figs. 5 and 6 show how, as ω and σ ξ are gradually raised from zero to their baseline values, endogenous LFP
ampliﬁes the cyclical behavior of vacancies and unemployment relative to an environment with constant LFP.
Hosios condition and hagedorn-manovskii calibration
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A third potential factor that could inﬂuence labor market volatility amid ﬁnancial frictions rooted in deep habits is the length of credit relationships

ρ s . Changing ρ s for a given value of ω generates marginal differences in unemployment volatility between our benchmark model and its constant-LFP
counterpart, conﬁrming the relative importance of ω and σ ξ .
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Table A8 in Appendix E shows that our benchmark model’s ﬁndings and conclusions remain unchanged if we adopt
a Hosios-type calibration where the matching elasticity μ is equal to the workers’ bargaining power ηn .19 In addition, the same table presents results for the benchmark model under a calibration in the spirit of Hagedorn and
Manovskii (2008) (HM). In particular, this calibration entails adopting a very low bargaining power for workers ηn alongside
a value of unemployment beneﬁts χ that is very close to the steady-state wage (see Appendix E for more details).
Under the HM-type calibration, the relative volatilities of vacancies and unemployment are even higher compared to the
volatility under our baseline calibration, and therefore higher than in the data; this is not surprising since the benchmark
model is already able to generate most of the labor market volatility in the data conditional on matching the volatility of
spreads and LFP. However, with a spread volatility that is consistent with the data, the higher labor market volatility under the
HM-type calibration comes at a cost of having countercyclical investment and consumption, which is notably counterfactual.
Of note, this only occurs in the presence of ﬁnancial shocks, which our analysis shows are important to match the empirical
volatility of spreads.20 More broadly, this experiment suggests that a framework that replicates the empirical volatility of
spreads and LFP can reasonably match the volatility of the labor market in the data under a low contemporaneous value of
unemployment while also generating consistent macroeconomic dynamics. As such, our results are related to Shimer (2005),
HM (2008), Eckstein et al. (2019), and others who have highlighted the empirical volatility of unemployment and vacancies
and studied the conditions under which search models can quantitatively replicate the data, either in conventional search
models or in models enriched to have other frictions.
5. Conclusions
In the U.S., credit spreads are positively correlated with unemployment but also negatively correlated with labor force
participation. We introduce borrower-lender relationships via deep habits into a general equilibrium search model with
endogenous labor force participation to shed light on the role of labor force participation as an ampliﬁcation channel of
ﬁnancial shocks in the labor market. Under quantitatively-factual cyclical credit-spread and labor-force-participation dynamics driven by aggregate productivity and ﬁnancial shocks, the model generates highly volatile unemployment and vacancies,
as well as factual aggregate ﬂuctuations. Endogenous participation plays a central role in amplifying the effects of countercyclical and volatile spreads on labor market dynamics. More broadly, our work stresses the relevance of supply-side labor
market factors, which have received less attention in the literature, as an important channel that ampliﬁes the response of
the labor market to ﬁnancial shocks.
Supplementary material
Supplementary material associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.euroecorev.2020.
103475.
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